THE PRINCIPLE OF E WATER

THE
REVOLUTIONARY

The principle behind this technology is the same
as combining specific ingredients in cooking:
under specific conditions, creates a new
substance that is very different from its
component parts.
This is why
water can
disinfectant
like MRSA,
Influenza A.

ingredients as basic as salt and
be converted into a cleaner &
powerful enough to kill microbes
Staph, Salmonella, Norovirus &

E BOTTLE

MAKES HAND
SANITISER &
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HOW DO YOU CREATE
ELECTROYLSED SALT WATER?

When an electrical charge is passed through a
salt (NaCl) solution, the sodium separates from
the chloride. Chloride is negatively charged and
is attracted to the positive side of the electrical
charge where it bonds with oxygen and
hydrogen from the water. It gets converted from
Cl- to HOCl, otherwise known as hypochlorous
acid. This is the molecule that’s the same
substance your immune system produces to
fight infection. As a neutrophil, hypochlorous
acid is produced by your white blood cells, and
if you happen to be near a sneezing child or coworker right now, rest assured your body is
producing it as you read this.
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ORDER NOW
WWW.MAGUIRELINENS.COM/EBOTTLE-SANITISER/
N. IRELAND FIONA - +44 (0)7733118507
ROI. THERESA - +353 (0)87 2987676

DISINFECTANT

PROVEN MORE
EFFECTIVE
THAN
CHLORINE
ALTERNATIVES
AT KILLING
99.9%
BACTERIA
& GERMS

WHY YOU WON’T FIND
ELECTROLYSED SALT WATER
SOLD ON A STORE SHELF?

Just like bubbles in a carbonated drink,
hypochlorous acid starts to dissipate over time.
That means a bottle of electrolysed salt water
sitting on a store shelf or in a warehouse would
lose its efficiency within just a few weeks. This
is why it is a cleaner you have to make fresh at
home.

£59.95
PLUS VAT 20%
PLUS DELIVERY

SANITISER
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WHAT IS E WATER?
Using the E BOTTLE, with just 1/2 teaspoon of
table salt and tap water, turn on the E bottle for
just 10 minutes to create your own, non toxic;
Hand sanitiser water
Food Steriliser water
Household Steriliser

SALT
Make your own

Because hypochlorous acid is so gentle, it is
used and approved for use in products like:
Wound healing, Eye care, Veterinary care, Food
preservation & Organic crop production.
Safe in the knowledge that it is non toxic and
yet is a powerful antibacterial disinfectant.

AND

ORDER NOW
Electrolysing salt and water for many years been
known to be a powerful antibacterial and
fungicidal.
80 times more effective at killing dangerous
bacteria and germs like E. coli and salmonella than
chlorine. It kills them faster – in less than five
seconds.
The E water bottle creates a highly effective
detergent and degreaser that effortlessly breaks
down stubborn oils and greasy films on all types of
surfaces – from stainless steel cooker hoods, oven
doors and hobs, windows and kitchen equipment,
to hand washing – without different products and
the use of expensive toxic chemicals.

Hand sanitiser & Disinfectant

High touch areas

Glass & Mirrors

Ovens

Food safe

Washrooms Sterilisation, fabric.....

WATER

Electrolysed SALT water, the new name in
sustainable, powerful, non toxic cleaning.

